
ZEUS is a reliable, extreme-low-noise, light-weight, universal power,

high current, all-isolated power supply conceived by NUX to provide

musicians with the ultimate solution for hum-free pedal chains. 

ZEUS provides 10 high current isolated DC power. It equips 10

isolated switching power transformers to offer clean and stable source

for your pedals. As a modern musician, guitarists like digital post

effects, so ZEUS comes with 3 adjustable high current outputs

(9v/500ma | 12v/300ma | 18v/200ma), and 1 tweakable high current

output (6v~9v~12v).

Zeus is able to deliver substantially more current while handling a

much wider range of input voltages, more efficient than linear power

supplies. For working musicians, Zeus has USB port for your mobile

device charging. Zeus’ universal AC power in can let you work all the

world without any AC mistake. It’s reliable and durable to power your

pedals.
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HIGHLIGHTS

TRANSIENT CURRENTS (POWERFUL)

The current of an effect pedal (especially power-hungry modern

DSP effects) is different at the moment of power-on and normal

operation. The transient current often exceeds the normal

operating current by 1 to 2 times. Zeus can effectively provide

more than 2 times the instantaneous start-up current.

NOTE:

1-6CH: >1100mA

7-10CH: >600mA

USB 5V: >2.1A

TWEAKABLE DIAL CONTROLS TO ADJUST
VARIABLE VOLTAGE: 6V~12V

For the picky musicians, they care about the tone, especially for

some Ge Fuzz pedals, Phaser, BBD Chorus, and Overdrive

pedals. You have to adjust the voltage carefully to get the best

sound and dynamic: and with ZEUS you can do it easily.
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OPTICAL NEGATIVE FEEDBACK CONTROL:
SAY FAREWELL TO NOISES

Why do musicians need all isolated power supply? The ground

noise is annoying, and the best way to solve it is individually

isolated power. Zeus' two stages of isolation topology can

eliminate ground loop and AC line noise issues completely. Just

plug it, and you are good to go!

UNIVERSAL AC POWER (100V~240V
WORLD TOUR READY)

As a working musician’s tool, you don’t need to worry about the

AC voltage, just choose the specific IEC power chord and plug,

plug it, and you are good to go.

UL CERTIFICATION (SAFETY)

ZEUS isolated power supply is not only a professional

musician’s tool, it’s also a GREEN power.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

10 isolated switching power transformers

Tweakable dial controls to adjust variable voltage: 6V~12V

Optical Negative Feedback Control for zero-hum performances: eliminate ground loop and AC line noises

Universal AC Power (100V~240V World Tour Ready)

Self-Regulated Output (Ultra Low Impedance): great dynamic preserved

UL Certification: 100% 'green' power

Wide range of DC cables included

SPECIFICATIONS

AC Power Input 100~240V AC 50/60 Hz

DC Outputs 9V / 500mA*6, 9V/12V/18V adjustable*3, 6V~12V tweakable*1, USB 5V/1.5A for Pad

Dimensions 195mmx101mmx42mm

Weight 658 g
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